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Entry Background/Description 
Ships Ahoy—Naut(ical) Your Typical Boat 
Going with the flow was a necessity this year that created a positive ripple effect on programming. 
Camp Goodtimes has a 20+ year partnership with Argosy Cruises in Seattle whereby they donate a half-
day cruise around the Sound—complete with a DJ, popcorn, and a French fry toss—for each of our two 
camp sessions. Due to our 2022 COVID protocols, we neither wanted all of our camper pods co-mingling 
in close quarters on a boat nor did we want to break our camp bubble. However, the DaBoata Day (as 
it’s known) is a huge camper favorite and forgoing it also left a large gap in our weekly schedule. What 
to do? Enter stage left…Cardboard Boat Races! During Tuesday night’s evening programming each cabin 
was given a sturdy 48” x 40” x 36” cardboard box and lid, two rolls of duct tape, two 95-gallon garbage 
bags, a flag, and access to markers, paper, scissors, and a box cutter (for counselor use only). All in, each 
cabin’s supplies cost us a mere $26.20 (duct tape, flags, and bags were donated via our Amazon Wish 
List). Cabins were given one hour to create a boat of their own design and in addition were asked to 
name their vessel. Once the last scrap of tape was adhered, we stored them overnight and on 
Wednesday each cabin proudly walked their boats to the waterfront. The camp we rent is blessed with 
beach access which allowed campers to line the shore to cheer on their counselor during their assigned 
race heat—and gave them a front-row seat to witness whether their creation would be seaworthy or 
not. To add to the pomp and circumstance, we brought our portable AV equipment to the lifeguard shed 
and emceed the event on the mic. For safety purposes, counselors rather than campers captained the 
boats with our Muscle Team assisting each staffer into their vessel with the help of a ladder. Given the 
choice of a kayak or canoe paddle, campers counted down and counselors started paddling, or tipping 
(oops!). In total, 20 boats were made this summer but only 11 crossed the finish line. Regardless of if 
their boat sank or swam each cabin joyously hooted and hollered, laughed and cheered. And, to cap it 
all off, once the boats were back on shore, we recreated the French fry toss with gummy fries to carry 
on the tradition. The “alternative” DaBoata Day was a huge success with cabins talking about it for days 
and asking to do it again in the future. We were also able to utilize this fun activity to fill a portion of the 
camp schedule left vacant by not going on the cruise. To sum it up, we turned an unfortunate turn of 
events into an amazing camp activity that made waves! 
 
Why You Should Vote for Me 

1. We turned frowns upside down. We knew the impact that not hosting the DaBoata cruise would 
mean for campers, and we proactively created an alternative activity that captured the essence 
of the original while adhering to our COVID protocols and was down-right fun. 

2. The mission wasn’t watered down. Our camp’s mission of providing hope, love, and joy played 
out in spades by giving campers a new goofy, creative activity to partake in. 

3. We got time. Left with “extra” time on our schedule, we intentionally broke the activity across 
two days to help fill the gaps and add to the drama of the impending race heats. 

4. Our activity didn’t break the bank. When transitioning from a free/donated half-day of 
programming we were conscious of our spend. Knowing the possibilities of campers creating 
something great out of simple supplies helped inform the outcome we were looking for—
making it about the process rather than the end product.  

5. Go team go! Though the DaBoata is entertaining, it doesn’t specifically help build cabin 
cohesiveness (as everyone can do their own thing on the cruise). Incorporating this activity, 
where everyone was involved in planning, building, decorating, competing, and cheering really 
presented opportunities for comradery and togetherness that created a bond in addition to 
memories. 

 
Video link to YouTube: https://youtu.be/sHOX2cLGZ2g 
 

https://youtu.be/sHOX2cLGZ2g

